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An instant New York Times bestseller From the bestselling author of The Cost of These Dreams The story of how Julian
Van Winkle III, the caretaker of the most coveted cult Kentucky Bourbon whiskey in the world, fought to protect his
family's heritage and preserve the taste of his forebears, in a world where authenticity, like his product, is in very short
supply. As a journalist said of Pappy Van Winkle, "You could call it bourbon, or you could call it a $5,000 bottle of
liquified, barrel-aged unobtanium." Julian Van Winkle, the third-generation head of his family's business, is now thought
of as something like the Buddha of Bourbon - Booze Yoda, as Wright Thompson calls him. He is swarmed wherever he
goes, and people stand in long lines to get him to sign their bottles of Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve, the whiskey he
created to honor his grandfather, the founder of the family concern. A bottle of the 23-year-old Pappy starts at $3000 on
the internet. As Julian is the first to say, things have gone completely nuts. Forty years ago, Julian would have laughed in
astonishment if you'd told him what lay ahead. He'd just stepped in to try to save the business after his father had died,
partly of heartbreak, having been forced to sell the old distillery in a brutal downturn in the market for whiskey. Julian's
grandfather had presided over a magical kingdom of craft and connoisseurship, a genteel outfit whose family ethos
generated good will throughout Kentucky and far beyond. There's always a certain amount of romance to the marketing
of spirits, but Pappy's mission statement captured something real: "We make fine bourbon - at a profit if we can, at a loss
if we must, but always fine bourbon." But now the business had hit the wilderness years, and Julian could only hang on
for dear life, stubbornly committed to preserving his namesake's legacy or going down with the ship. Then something like
a miracle happened: it turned out that hundreds of very special barrels of whiskey from the Van Winkle family distillery
had been saved by the multinational conglomerate that bought it. With no idea what they had, they offered to sell it to
Julian, who scrambled to beg and borrow the funds. Now he could bottle a whiskey whose taste captured his family's
legacy. The result would immediately be hailed as the greatest whiskey in the world - and would soon be the hardest to
find. But now, those old barrels were used up, and Julian Van Winkle faced the challenge of his lifetime: how to preserve
the taste of Pappy, the taste of his family's heritage, in a new age? The amazing Wright Thompson was invited to be his
wingman as he set about to try. The result is an extraordinary testimony to the challenge of living up to your legacy and
the rewards that come from knowing and honoring your people and your craft. Wright learned those lessons from Julian
as they applied to the honest work of making a great bourbon whiskey in Kentucky, but he couldn't help applying them to
his own craft, writing, and his upbringing in Mississippi, as he and his wife contemplated the birth of their first child. May
we all be lucky enough to find some of ourselves, as Wright Thompson did, in Julian Van Winkle, and in Pappyland.
Description: Glossy pamphlet on Seagram's whisky.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the
conclusion. Home Distilling Collection: Detailed Techniques of Making Whiskey, Vodka and Rum with 15 Recipes Book
1. The Home Distiller's Workbook: Guide to Making Your Own Whiskey Did you always want to make whiskey and other
kinds of beverages on your own, but never got the right information to take the first step? Download this informative and
practical guide and start making your favorite beverages as per your convenience. We have come up with a highly
comprehensive workbook that will let you master the art of whiskey-making in no time. Even if you have never worked on
a similar project before, you would be able to learn how to make your own whiskey and other beverages after reading this
guide. We have started from the basics and covered all the important aspects related to concepts like malting, distillation,
fermentation, and more. Also, we have discussed the different varieties of whiskey, how to make them, and other kinds of
beverages as well. Some of the topics that are covered in the guide are as follows: The basic process of whiskey-making
Different varieties of whiskey How to make whiskey from corn Making vodka from potatoes How to make home-based
rum Different moonshine recipes, and more Book 2. Home Distilling Guide: Making Whiskey, Vodka and Rum Recipes
and Techniques Alcohol is something that man has been making since before recorded time. Man decided that good was
not good enough, and he has been trying to make alcohol products better and stronger, ever since. Distilling came to life
in the twelfth century AD in Southern Italy, and not much long after a local prince began taxing it. Or at least-so the story
goes. Regardless, when it comes to distillation and regulation they seem to go hand in hand. Unfortunately, our
government feels the need to keep a tight leash on what is a very simple process. Moonshiners have developed due to
an unjust law and a commodity that everyone wants. Moonshiners are certainly a breed apart. They take great risks to
have a chance at making enough money to support their families and carry them through to the next season.
Moonshiners have been hunted, hounded, out-lawed, and persecuted throughout time. Done for the public good or was it
for taxes? I must admit I get confused. Today there is a new breed of outlaw, better know as "urban moonshiners." Urban
moonshiners are sometimes referred to as "whiskey geeks," or "shiners," taking many of the same risks that traditional
moonshiners did. But the modern hobbyist isn't into it to a make a profit. In many cases it can be cheaper to buy massproduced booze right off the shelf. Of course, you are wondering if they don't do it for the money, why take the risk?
Some view it as a tantalizing hobby, while others see it as way to connect with their heritage, and still others view it as a
way to stay independent and keep essential skills alive. I believe most of them are looking to produce a product that
tastes better than mass produced booze being sold in stores. Download your E book "Home Distilling Collection: Detailed
Techniques of Making Whiskey, Vodka and Rum with 15 Recipes" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click"
button!
"The Art of Making Whiskey" by Anthony Boucherie. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
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meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This book is a backstage pass into the world of small-scale distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brandies, and more. The
reader, the ultimate spirits aficionado, will learn how water and grain are transformed into the full range exquisite,
timeless liquors. There are few books available that explore the actual craft of distilling in such detail. Most of the other
spirits books chronicle the historical side of the distilling world or focus on the flavors of various vintages. Our book will be
the consummate insider's guide to distilling techniques. Bill Owens' original photography, the result of two cross-country
road trips, offers comprehensive illustration of the microdistilling world.
This complete guide to whiskey explores the history, traditions, and types along with tasting tips and 25 recipes for drinks
and perfect pairings. Whiskey is not just your dad’s drink. From Scotland’s grand traditions to America’s recent distillery
boom, there’s plenty to explore, appreciate, and enjoy. Whether you’re a whiskey veteran or newly initiated to the
“Water of Life,” The Little Book of Whiskey is your ideal guide to knowing your whiskey—and getting the most out of it.
Award-winning food and spirits writer Lynda Balsley explains the storied origins of whiskey, the differences between
Scotch and Bourbon, and what to look for when you sniff and sip. She also offers tips on how to host a whiskey tasting
and recipes for perfect whiskey cocktails and foods that pair perfectly with your favorite malt.
Pour a stiff drink and crack open this comprehensive guide to everything there is to know about the world’s greatest
whiskeys. Exploring the traditions behind bourbon, Scotch, Irish, and even Japanese whiskey, you’ll discover how
unique flavors are created through variations of ingredients and different distilling techniques. With advice on how to
collect, age, and serve whiskey, as well as suggestions for proven food pairings, you’ll be inspired to share your
knowledge and invite your friends over for a delicious whiskey tasting party.
Intended for the craft whiskey distiller who aims to make excellent quality malt whiskey through artisan distillation
methods, this manual gives detailed instructions on how to distill one barrel (53 gallons) of 120-proof malt whiskey. This
manual adapts the all-grain recipes from the mashing (brewing) process used by commercial malt whiskey distilleries,
and details the crucial double-distillation method employed by most of renowned malt whiskey producers.
A visually stunning illustrated guide to the history, craft, and appreciation of Kentucky bourbon Bourbon, we soon realized, was not just a
good drink. It was a drink with a story, from a place, with an unbreakable tie to the people and the land that produced it. Whiskey expert Clay
Risen explores the origins, history, and evolution of America’s distilling craft and culture in this luxurious boxed set. From boom to bust and
back again, Risen tells the engrossing story of Kentucky whiskey, using interviews, photographs, and archival material to illuminate the
singular region where bourbon was born. This meticulously researched book details how bourbon is made, how best to enjoy it, and how to
build your own collection, along with profiles of the distilleries and makers that form the landscape of bourbon country.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the
quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.
The first cocktail book from the award-winning mixologist Masahiro Urushido of Katana Kitten in New York City, on the craft of Japanese
cocktail making Katana Kitten, one of the world's most prominent and acclaimed Japanese cocktail bars, was opened in 2018 by highlyrespected and award-winning mixologist Masahiro Urushido. Just one year later, the bar won 2019 Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Award for
Best New American Cocktail Bar. Before Katana Kitten, Urushido honed his craft over several years behind the bar of award-winning eatery
Saxon+Parole. In The Japanese Art of the Cocktail, Urushido shares his immense knowledge of Japanese cocktails with eighty recipes that
best exemplify Japan's contribution to the cocktail scene, both from his own bar and from Japanese mixologists worldwide. Urushido delves
into what exactly constitutes the Japanese approach to cocktails, and demystifies the techniques that have been handed down over
generations, all captured in stunning photography.
For you to successfully collect and separate liquid mixtures from fruits, grains, etc., and get pure alcohol, your products need to go through a
process of distillation. In this book, you would learn about all the necessary types of equipment needed for perfect distillation. You can decide
what kind of Homemade Alcohol you would like to distill by choosing from the variety of options such as: Nevertheless, here are some of the
things you would learn after reading this guide : How to make rye whiskey How to make rum with cane sugar How to make potato vodka How
to make Russian vodka How to make a homemade distiller And many more... This book is your reliable guide for the art of distillation. It also
features tips for distilling and home brewing every beginner should understand, safety precautions when distilling, and much more information
on your journey to effective distillation. So what are you waiting for? Scroll up you will see the orange "BUY NOW" button on the top right
corner and download your copy now! See you inside!!!
The most usual drink in the United States, is whiskey; other spirituous liquors, such as peach and apple brandy, are only secondary, and from
their high price and their scarcity, they are not sufficient for the wants of an already immense and increasing population. As to wine, in spite of
all the efforts and repeated trials made to propagate the grape-vine, there is as yet no hopes, that it may in time become the principal drink of
the Americans. To turn our enquiries towards the means of bringing the art of making whiskey to greater perfection, is therefore, to contribute
to the welfare of the United States, and even to the health of the Americans, and to the prosperity of the distiller, as I will prove in the sequel.
The arts and sciences have made great progress; my aim is to diffuse new light on every thing that relates to the formation of spirituous
liquors that may be obtained from grains. Most arts and trades are practised without principles, perhaps from the want of the means of
information. For the advantage of the distillers of whiskey, I will collect and offer them the means of obtaining from a given quantity of grain,
the greatest possible quantity of spirit, purer and cheaper than by the usual methods. I shall then proceed to indicate the methods of
converting whiskey into gin, according to the process of the Holland Distillers, without heightening its price. If the principles hereafter
developed are followed, the trade of distiller will acquire great advantages, that will spread their influence on agriculture, and consequently on
commerce in general.
A study into what the author's research proved to be the best whiskey.
Offers a basic primer on whiskey and whiskey drinking, looking at the characteristics of different types of whiskey, the distillation process, and
appreciation tips.
Academy Award–winning actress, producer, and entrepreneur Reese Witherspoon invites you into her world, where she infuses the southern
style, parties, and traditions she loves with contemporary flair and charm. Reese Witherspoon’s grandmother Dorothea always said that a
combination of beauty and strength made southern women “whiskey in a teacup.” We may be delicate and ornamental on the outside, she
said, but inside we’re strong and fiery. Reese’s southern heritage informs her whole life, and she loves sharing the joys of southern living
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with practically everyone she meets. She takes the South wherever she goes with bluegrass, big holiday parties, and plenty of Dorothea’s
fried chicken. It’s reflected in how she entertains, decorates her home, and makes holidays special for her kids—not to mention how she talks,
dances, and does her hair (in these pages, you will learn Reese’s fail-proof, only slightly insane hot-roller technique). Reese loves sharing
Dorothea’s most delicious recipes as well as her favorite southern traditions, from midnight barn parties to backyard bridal showers, magical
Christmas mornings to rollicking honky-tonks. It’s easy to bring a little bit of Reese’s world into your home, no matter where you live. After
all, there’s a southern side to every place in the world, right?

How bourbon came to be, and why it’s experiencing such a revival today Unraveling the many myths and misconceptions
surrounding America’s most iconic spirit, Bourbon Empire traces a history that spans frontier rebellion, Gilded Age corruption, and
the magic of Madison Avenue. Whiskey has profoundly influenced America’s political, economic, and cultural destiny, just as
those same factors have inspired the evolution and unique flavor of the whiskey itself. Taking readers behind the curtain of an
enchanting—and sometimes exasperating—industry, the work of writer Reid Mitenbuler crackles with attitude and commentary about
taste, choice, and history. Few products better embody the United States, or American business, than bourbon. A tale of
innovation, success, downfall, and resurrection, Bourbon Empire is an exploration of the spirit in all its unique forms, creating an
indelible portrait of both bourbon and the people who make it.
A visual history of American whiskey, as told through hundreds of whiskey bottle labels, from early, pre-Prohibition-era days to the
present. Just as wine is to the French or beer is to the Germans, whiskey--especially bourbon and rye--is an integral part of the
history and culture of the United States. The Art of American Whiskey traces the arc of this beloved, renowned spirit--from its
earliest days in the Colonial era, through the Civil War, Prohibition, Great Depression, and up to the current craft-distilling boom.
Illustrated with 100 full-color modern and historic labels from the most iconic bottles ever made, The Art of American Whiskey is an
instant collectible and a fantastic gift for any whiskey enthusiast or design lover. Captions, sidebars, profiles and short histories tell
the story of the pioneers and places behind the labels, and each chapter features era-appropriate recipes from all-star bartenders
and cocktail experts that will tickle any tippler's fancy.
THE ART OF WHISKY is a breathtaking and unusual gift book for whisky connoisseurs celebrating the spirit from an unexpectedly
beautiful angle. By chance, award-winning photographer Ernie Button noticed the intricate patterns formed in the residue at the
bottoms of (almost) empty whisky glasses - each as different as a snowflake - and began photographing them with inventive
lighting techniques. The resulting images are exquisitely gorgeous, evoking earthly landscapes and extraterrestrial visions, with
each more amazing than the next. This book collects nearly 100 of those images and adds delightful touches such as tasting
notes, as well as a text on the science of what we're seeing, and writing about single malt Scotch by Scotland's leading whisky
expert Charles MacLean, commissioned exclusively for this book.
The Art of Making Whiskey Anthony Boucherie in water. 3dly. A certain quantity of water. 4thly. A temperature of 70° to 75°. 5thly.
A sufficient mass. When these are obtained, in a short time the liquor becomes turbid; it bubbles, from the disengaging of the
carbonic acid gaz, and the heat increases considerably. After some days, these impetuous motions subside; the fermentation
ceases by degrees; the liquor clears up; then it emits a vinous smell and taste. As soon as it ferments no more, it must be distilled.
However, some distillers have asserted that a greater quantity of spirit is obtained when the liquor has acquired a certain degree of
acidity. Others are of opinion that it must be distilled as soon as it is calm. I am of this opinion, because the acid can only be
formed at the expense of a little of the spirit, which is one of the principles of the acetous acid. Besides, the longer the liquor
remains in a mass, the more spirit is wasted by evaporation. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive
Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been
accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature,
and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The
contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality
product, each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the
reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic
work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
Go beyond the glass and discover the secrets behind your favorite style of whiskey. Over the past three decades, Lew Bryson has
been one of the most influential voices in whiskey—a longtime editor of Whisky Advocate and author of the definitive guide Tasting
Whiskey. In this book, Lew shares everything he's learned on his journey through the worlds of bourbon, Scotch, rye, Japanese
whiskey, and more (yes, there are tasty Canadian and Irish whiskeys as well!). In this book, you'll find it all: An overview of the
different types of whiskeys, including the rules and identities of each. He also includes information on craft whiskeys, which tend to
be more creative and freewheeling than the styles made by traditional producers. Exploration of the key whiskey ingredients, with
a close look at the flavor contributions of malt, peat, corn, rye, wheat—even water matters. Distillation for non-distillers and the
beauty of barrels: Whiskey is both an art and a science, and what's in the glass is affected by things like pot stills vs. column stills,
barrel char, and of course, time. Numerous interviews with master distillers, still makers, and other artisans at the top of their field.
Tasting notes throughout so you can identify the whiskeys you might want to try next. Every chapter contains a variety of unique,
often behind-the-scenes photography. And with whiskey as the subject, this is a class where you'll want to do the homework!
This book is a backstage pass into the world of small-scale distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brandies, and more. The reader, the
ultimate spirits aficionado, will learn how water and grain are transformed into the full range exquisite, timeless liquors. There are
few books available that explore the actual craft of distilling in such detail. Most of the other spirits books chronicle the historical
side of the distilling world or focus on the flavors of various vintages. Our book will be the consummate insider's guide to distilling
techniques. Bill Owens' original photography, the result of two cross-country road trips, offers comprehensive illustration of the
micro-distilling world.
This is a book about the science behind whisky: its production, its measurement, and its flavor. The main purpose of this book is to
review the current state of whisky science in the open literature. The focus is principally on chemistry, which describes molecular
structures and their interactions, and chemical engineering which is concerned with realizing chemical processes on an industrial
scale. Biochemistry, the branch of chemistry concerned with living things, helps to understand the role of grains, yeast, bacteria,
and oak. Thermodynamics, common to chemistry and chemical engineering, describes the energetics of transformation and the
state that substances assume when in equilibrium. This book contains a taste of flavor chemistry and of sensory science, which
connect the chemistry of a food or beverage to the flavor and pleasure experienced by a consumer. There is also a dusting of
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history, a social science.
Shots of Knowledge is a guidebook for whiskey lovers. Organized into approximately sixty illustrated essays, the book samples
selected topics in whiskey production through the lenses of science and engineering. While the essays are subdivided into three
sections—From Sunshine to Sugar, From Wee Beasties to White Dogs, and From Barrel to Brain—the reader is free to sip them in
any order. The story commences with water, carbon dioxide, and sunlight; travels through the manufacturing process; and ends
with the molecules that entertain the palate. Whether the topic is photosynthesis, bubble caps, oak speciation, or a mechanistic
enzymology, the essays seek to reveal the simple beauty too often hidden in science and engineering. At approximately one page
in length, each essay and accompanying artwork can be digested slowly at the rate estimated at three essays per bourbon or
Scotch. Each essay is summarized in one or two sentences in a single “Shot of Knowledge.” Iconography anchors each essay in
the production process. Inspiration for the book derived from a productive collision between individuals from TCU and the
Firestone & Robertson Distilling Company.
A guide to blending whisky that will greatly appeal to all home distiller and lovers of the golden nectar. This book contains classic
material dating back to the 1900s and before. The content has been carefully selected for its interest and relevance to a modern
audience.
Whisky: Technology, Production and Marketing explains in technical terms the science and technology of producing whisky,
combined with information from industry experts on successfully marketing the product. World experts in Scotch whisky provide
detailed insight into whisky production, from the processing of raw materials to the fermentation, distillation, maturation, blending,
production of co-products, and quality testing, as well as important information on the methodology used for packaging and
marketing whisky in the twenty-first century. No other book covers the entire whisky process from raw material to delivery to
market in such a comprehensive manner and with such a high level of technical detail. Only available work to cover the entire
whisky process from raw material to delivery to the market in such a comprehensive manner Includes a chapter on marketing and
selling whisky Foreword written by Alan Rutherford, former Chairman and Managing Director of United Malt and Grain Distillers
Ltd.
Neil Ridley is one of the UK s new breed of passionate young wine & spirits writers. Neil writes regularly for drinks and lifestyle
publications.
Shortly after graduating from University of Glasgow in 1934, Elizabeth “Bessie” Williamson began working as a temporary
secretary at the Laphroaig Distillery on the Scottish island Islay. Williamson quickly found herself joining the boys in the tasting
room, studying the distillation process, and winning them over with her knowledge of Scottish whisky. After the owner of Laphroaig
passed away, Williamson took over the prestigious company and became the American spokesperson for the entire Scotch whisky
industry. Impressing clients and showing her passion as the Scotch Whisky Association’s trade ambassador, she soon gained
fame within the industry, becoming known as the greatest female distiller. Whiskey Women tells the tales of women who have
created this industry, from Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to America’s rough-and-tough bootleggers during
Prohibition. Women have long distilled, marketed, and owned significant shares in spirits companies. Williamson’s story is one of
many among the influential women who changed the Scotch whisky industry as well as influenced the American bourbon whiskey
and Irish whiskey markets. Until now their stories have remained untold.
This detailed book will take you through every aspect of making whiskey. This historic book is the ultimate guide to Obtain a
Better, Purer, Cheaper and Greater Quantity of Spirit, From a Given Quantity of Grain.
THE MAKING OF WHISKY is an art in itself - distilling, ageing in cask, blending, all for the enjoyment of lovers of the complex
blend or the noble single malt. But another art form is rediscovered in this superb selection of over 70 nineteenth and early
twentieth century posters and showcards designed to advertise the Scotch and Irish whiskies of the time. With the charming
naivety of an industry still in its infancy, these distinctive and highly-prized products spread through the British Empire and the rest
of the world with the aid of kilted Scotsmen with flaming beards and Irishmen dressed invariably in green. And, to add to the
romance, these nationalistic ambassadors worked to a backdrop of Celtic mists and mountains and with a nifty peg or wee dram in
hand. The story of whisky's rise from its beginnings in hidden pot stills to its public perception as a refined and stylish drink for all
classes by the turn of the twentieth century is chronicled in a short introductory history. Jim Murray's witty and knowledgeable
captions not only give an insight into the posters but tell the story of the whisky companies who commissioned them, the brands
they were advertising and even allow glimpses into the social history of the period as it is reflected in these precious pieces of
commercial art. For eighty years the posters remained mostly unseen in the files of the British Public Record Office (now The
National Archives) at Kew until reproduced, many for the first time, in all their glory in 1998, when a small print run of this book was
published in paperback form. Updated and now in hardback these priceless posters can be enjoyed once more. Some are simple,
some are sophisticated, but all will appeal to both the whisky and the art lover as immensely attractive examples of a now largely
forgotten form of art: The Art of Whisky.
The Art of Distilling, Revised and Expanded presents the techniques and inspirations of the most innovative micro-distillers
working today and ties it together with incredible insider photography. In this comprehensive guide to artisan distilling, American
Distilling Institute founder Bill Owens will teach you how contemporary master distillers transform water and grain into the full
range of exquisite, timeless spirits. The Art of Distilling, Revised and Expanded is your exclusive backstage pass into the world of
small-scale distilling of whiskies, gins, vodkas, brandies, and many other spirits. Like no other book on the subject, The Art of
Distilling goes to lengths to explore the actual craft of distilling, in detail. Beginning with a brief history of distilling and introduction
to the process itself, this book offers a comprehensive overview of the art of distilling today. The revised and expanded edition
includes even more practical tips, tricks, and instruction and has been updated to include growth and development in the artisan
distilling space over the past decade. The Art of Distilling, Revised and Expanded is the consummate insider's guide to distilling
and its techniques.
This detailed book will take you through every aspect of making whiskey. This historic book is the ultimate guide to Obtain a
Better, Purer, Cheaper and Greater Quantity of Spirit, From a Given Quantity of Grain. Includes The Art Of Converting It Into Gin
This book was converted from its physical edition to the digital format by a community of volunteers. You may find it for free on the
web.
Discover the secrets of whiskey's aromas and flavors, the stories behind great distilleries, and expert tasting notes in this updated edition
originated by one of the most highly respected commentators in the whiskey world, Michael Jackson. From grain to glass, Whiskey tells you
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everything and anything you'll ever want to know about whiskey, from storing and serving whiskey, to whiskey cocktails, to pairing whiskey
with food. In addition to a refreshed design, this updated edition includes the recent names in whiskey today, a new section devoted to
American craft distilleries, and the addition of new distilleries from across Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia.
"Sometimes I just want to slap him across the face and say 'Why the f*ck can't you be more interesting!?'" Thus spoke the viper-tongued
young lady at my bar one quiet Sunday night. She was three Manhattans in and talking to me as if we were old friends, which we weren't.Her
remarks, I told her, reminded me of a basketball coach I once had who, in the heat of battle many years ago, when we were in the huddle
after an urgent and final timeout, sixty seconds on the clock, the game down to the wire, this coach's face beet-red, spit flying, said to us
seriously:"I told you guys not to let them make baskets!"The real question, of course, is not whether to be interesting but how does one
become interesting?Is it really so hard? Surveys say two out of every three people are boring. Are you one of them?Of course you're not.
You're far too interesting for that.In fact, you broke away from the pack a long time ago. You're a different breed, a dog of a different
color.You learned early on that to be interesting is, in the most fundamental sense, to command the attention of others -- and others, by and
large, want to be entertained. You learned long ago that, in actuality, it takes a certain kind of work to be boring, whereas to be interesting it's
... what?It's mostly a question of habit -- and the true secret of habit is the insight that habit is discipline and that your habits are what you
choose them to be.Bartenders -- real bartenders -- pay close attention to what holds the interest of their customers.Why so?Because the bar
is a microcosm of life:The bar is a metaphor.The bartender is neither God nor government but a little of both: she is the orchestrator.Which is
why, for better or worse, every bar takes on the personality of its head bartender.These techniques are far from exhaustive, but one thing I
promise you: they work.Table of Contents1. It's Not How Clever And How Smart You ARE -- It's How Clever And Smart You WANT to Be2.
How To Be Wickedly Charismatic3. The Awesome Power of Your Eyes4. How to Penetrate People's Brains as though You're
Telepathic5.How to Charm the Pants off Anyone Without Saying a Single Word6. How to have People Dying to Hear What You'll Say Next7.
How to Answer the Age-Old Question: What Do You Do?8. How To Become A Freakishly Brilliant Small-Talker by Doing One Simple Thing9.
How To Come Across As Diabolically Clever10. Ten Authentic Signs of Intelligence that Cannot Be Faked11. Lynchpin12. Are You
Fascinating?13. How to be Unforgettable14. How to be the Smartest Person in the Bar15. The Truckdriver16. The Art of Independent
Thinking17. High-School Basketball Star18. What is Friendship?19. The Brown-Eyed Beauty of Distilled Spirits -- And She Can Break Your
Heart20. Whisky, Whiskey, White-Lightning, Moonraker, Moonshine21. Waitress22. The Sudsbuster
Grab your bow tie and a rocks glass, because we're talking all about one of the most classic - and classy - spirits. Whether you like bourbon,
scotch or rye, whiskey's diverse and complex taste will be your new go-to drink for parties, gatherings, or evenings in your study with a
roaring fire. Whiskey can be an intimidating drink to the uninitiated. Most folks may not be able to drink it straight. We've got you covered. The
Cocktail Whisperer, Warren Bobrow, author of Apothecary Cocktails (Fair Winds Press) incorporates some of the best whiskeys into handcrafted cocktails that bring out the subtle notes and flavors of any good bourbon or scotch. Whiskey Cocktails features 75 traditional, newlycreated, and original recipes for whiskey-based cocktails. This wonderfully crafted book also features drink recipes from noted whiskey
experts and bartenders. One of the best new whiskey books of 2014 - TastingTable.com "In the cocktail movement, most cocktail books have
ignored the whiskey drinker's palate, making us flip through pages of vodka, gin, and rum recipes before getting to a good whiskey recipe. In
Whiskey Cocktails, Warren Bobrow did us all a favor. He makes cocktails with Scotch, Irish whiskey, Canadian whiskey, bourbon, Tennessee
whiskey and a few others. Bobrow freshens up classic cocktail recipes and offers a few recipes that will surely become classics themselves.
Finally, we, whiskey drinkers, have our own cocktail book to cherish. Thanks, Warren, for skipping all those other spirits. Whiskey Cocktails
treats whiskey as the rightful king it is. - Fred Minnick, author of Whiskey Women: The Untold Story of How Women Saved Bourbon, Scotch &
Irish Whiskey "Warren has done it again. Whiskey Cocktails is a sublime journey of the senses with mouthwatering recipes and exquisite
photography. Warren leads you on a historic and personal tour and keeps you reeled in with his graceful prose that emanates from the heart.
An ardent sensualist, he approaches cocktails in the way an untarnished artist approaches the canvas--guileless, ingenious, and heartfelt. His
cocktail compositions are true works of art that will stand the test of time. His commitment to sourcing unique, refreshing, quality ingredients
to enhance his cocktails is second to none and it shows in the elaborate, delectable concoctions he wields." - Robert Sickler, Master of
Whisky "Before I made the drinks, I could already taste them. Warren's ability to articulate the subtlety of the flavors in his recipes makes
possible tasting by reading." - Allison Goldberg, founder, Fruitations Craft Soda & Cocktail Mixers "Warren Bobrow uses his great knowledge
of mixing flavors to provide a book of extraordinary whiskey cocktails that will be enjoyed by all." - Michael Veach, bourbon historian, The
Filson Historical Society (Louisville, KY)
District of Kentucky, to wit: Be it remembered, That on the 10th day of December, in the year of our Lord, 1818, and the forty-third year of the
Independence of the United States of America, came Anthony Boucherie, of the said district, and deposited in this office, a copy of the title of
a book, the right whereof he claims as author and proprietor, in the words and figures following, viz: "The Art of making Whiskey, so as to
obtain a better, purer, cheaper and greater quantity of Spirit from a given quantity of Grain: Also, the art of converting it into Gin, after the
process of the Holland Distillers, without any augmentation in the price.-By Anthony Boucherie: " In conformity to the act of Congress of the
United States, entitled "An act for the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts and books to the authors and
proprietors of such copies during the times therein mentioned." And also to an act, entitled "An act supplementary to an act, entitled an act for
the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts and books to the authors and proprietors of such copies, during the
times therein mentioned, and extending the benefits thereof to the arts of designing and etching historical and other prints."
The best - and most enjoyable - way to find out about whiskies is by drinking them. This truly hands-on handbook takes you on a tasting
journey to discover your own personal whisky style, and helps you to expand your horizons so you can find a world of new whiskies to enjoy.
Through a series of guided at-home tastings, you'll get familiar with the full spectrum of whisky aromas and flavours on offer - from the smoky
tang of Islay peat to the aromatic scent of Japanese oak. Find out how to engage all your senses to navigate the range of malts, grains and
blended whiskies and get to grips with different whisky styles. Take a tasting tour of the world's finest makers, including iconic Scottish
distilleries and small-scale artisan producers all over the globe. And as you become more whisky-confident, you can break out of your whisky
comfort zone. Do you love the honeyed sweetness of a Kentucky Bourbon? If so, why not try a smooth malt that's been aged in ex-Bourbon
barrels? Or a creamy, oat-infused Irish craft whiskey? Guides to whisky prices and ages will help you to make smart buys. Discover how to
pour, store and serve whiskies and match them with foods. Learn to mix cocktails, from a classic whiskey sour to your own signature creation.
With 20 step-by-step whisky tastings, clear infographics and jargon-busting advice - taste your way to whisky wisdom.
Everything you need to know to ferment and distill whiskey right the first time. A fun read, salt and peppered, with the science behind
distilling. This authoritative guide book introduces whiskey-making in a easy step-by-step process.
The Art of American WhiskeyA Visual History of the Nation's Most Storied Spirit, Through 100 Iconic Labels
Look at the back label of a bottle of wine and you may well see a reference to its terroir, the total local environment of the vineyard that grew
the grapes, from its soil to the climate. Winemakers universally accept that where a grape is grown influences its chemistry, which in turn
changes the flavor of the wine. A detailed system has codified the idea that place matters to wine. So why don’t we feel the same way about
whiskey? In this book, the master distiller Rob Arnold reveals how innovative whiskey producers are recapturing a sense of place to create
distinctive, nuanced flavors. He takes readers on a world tour of whiskey and the science of flavor, stopping along the way at distilleries in
Kentucky, New York, Texas, Ireland, and Scotland. Arnold puts the spotlight on a new generation of distillers, plant breeders, and local
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farmers who are bringing back long-forgotten grain flavors and creating new ones in pursuit of terroir. In the twentieth century, we
inadvertently bred distinctive tastes out of grains in favor of high yields—but today’s artisans have teamed up to remove themselves from the
commodity grain system, resurrect heirloom cereals, bring new varieties to life, and recapture the flavors of specific local ingredients. The
Terroir of Whiskey makes the scientific and cultural cases that terroir is as important in whiskey as it is in wine.
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